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mT10l!rKL ADVISORYCOMMITTEZFORARRORAUTICS 

AIWGYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF DISEEUDUTIOH OF P 

By Richard H. Kemp, and Willlam C, Morgan 

An analytical investigation was made to determtne the centrifugal- 
stress dlstiributfons in six turbine-blade designs representative of 
current turbine blades. The imesti@;Eltion also in~luded,some con- 
sideration of tempel-ature effects in relation to centrifugal stress. 

Suffioient experimental data were available on one type of tur- 
bine blade to permit investigation of the effect of service operatUg 
temperatures on the ability of the turbine blade to withstand lOC-hour 
operation at seveml tifferent speeds. The stress analysis for this 
blade indicated that failure would occur at a location approximately 
halfway between the base and the tip of the blade. The number of 
service failures that have occurred in this region corroboratea the 
analytical indication of orftically low material strength. 

INl'ROlXlCTION 

A program is in progress at the NACA Cleveland laboratory to 
investigate the problems aesocisted with the stresses and the thermal 
conditions that occur in various types of gas-turbine blade employed 
in turbojet engines and turbine-propeller rmits. As a part of this 
g--=1 program, calculations were made to deternine the stress dis- 
tributions that exist in sir current turbine blades when these blades 
are subjected to the centrifugal foroes present during full-speed 
aervice operation. 

Superior design could be achieved if additional fnf’omation 
were available on the stress oonditions that erist in operatLug tur- 
him blades. Analyses that provide a basis for ccmparing the 
centrifugal-stress distributions inherent in jet-engine turbine 
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blades of several designs ourrently in use were therefore made and 
are presented. Canparison ~8 made by considering the stress dis- 
tributions in the individual blades in terms of percentage of blade 
length. The turbine blades that were selected for this slrrvey dlf- 
fered considerably in physical dimensions, but the design charac- 
teristics were baeically similar except for the integrally shrouded 
blade. 

The hightemperaturee that exist inoperatingturbine blades 
effect a considerable reduction in the strength of the material. 
Experimental data on the stress-rupture characteristics of high- 
temperature materials were readily available. In order to- calcu- 
late the effect of temperature on the strength of the material in 
an individual blade, however, itis necessary to know the operating 
temperature at a number of points on the blade for a given set of 
condition%, Uupublished experimental temperature data were avail- 
able for one type of turbine blade studied in this investigation. 
These experimental data were correlated with stress-rupture data 
and with the caloulated distribution of centrifugal stress; this 
correlation permitted comparison between rupture streeses and 
centrifugal stresses for several service-operation turbine speeds. 

A complete analysis of the operating stresses would include 
consideration of the effects of factors other than centrifugal 
stress and stress-rupture limitation oi? the material aa affected 
byoperatingtemperature. Twist, oreep, bending, vibratory fatigue, 
gas erosion, aerodynamic flutter, and thermal stresses caused by 
uneven temperature distribution should be considered in a compre- 
hensive investigation. The investigation reported serves only aa 
an initial 8pprmCh to the problem of failure in turbine blades. 

The blade designs seleoted for the analysis are designated A, 
B, C, D, E, and F. Three-quarter view sketches of these blade 
designs are presented in figure 1. Turbine-blade designs A and B 
are used in turbines driving centrifugal oompressors; bladee C, D, 
E, and F are used in axial-flow oompressor units. Blade C repre- 
sents the tne used in a shrouded turbine wheel. The turbine 
blades of designs E and F are used in the first--and second stages, 
respectively, of a two-stage turbine. These six bLadea are repre- 
sentative of current American gas-turbine-blade deeign. 
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c 

The follodng symbols are ueed in this analysis: 

AX cross-sectional area at distance X from tip, (sq in.) 

A, cross-sectional area at distance x from tip, (sq in.) 

Ay area beneath curve & (R + L - x) from cross section AX to 
tip of blade, (sq in.) 

F centrifugal force, (lb) 

FX centrifugal force at distance X fram tip, (lb) 

g acceleration of gravity, (in./sec2) 

K constant dependent on density and speed of rotation 

L length of turbine blade, (in.) 

m mass, (lb-sec'/in.) 

R radius of turbine rotor, (in.) 

r radius of revolution for mass, (in.) 

X distance from tip to cross section where stress is to be 
determined, (in.) 

X distance from tip to any cross sectian, (in.) 

P density, (lb/cu in.) 

6 stress at cross section Ax, (lb/w b.1 

0 angular velooity, (radians/set) 

ANALYTICAL mcED.cRE 

Tho first part of.the azlalysis was concerned with distribution 
of centrifugal stress along the &al lengths of the individual 
blades at full rated turbine speeds. Comparison was then made by 
considering the stress distribution in terms of percentage of blade 
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length. The second part of the analysis conslated of an examination 
af the relation between centrifugal-stress distribution in one of 
the turbine blades and the rupture stress as limited by emrimen- 
tally determined temperature distribution. 

Distribution of centrifugal stress. - Centrifugal force on any 
object revolving about a fixed axis can be determined from the gen- 
eralformula 

F=m &r (1) 

A oonventionalized sketch af a turbine blade with the dimen- 
sional notat-lons used in the derivation la presented in figure 2. 
By substituting (R + L - x) for r in equation (1), snd 

4 dx for dm, the following equation may be written to represent 
the centrifugal force acting on the incremental volume, A+: 

rnx - hg w2 (R + L - x) dx (21 

When integrated, equatkan (2) becomes 

B‘x= g * d 'A&R+L- 
J 

4 dJc (3) 

Then the stress at the cross section Ax is expressed by the fol- 
lowQg equation: 

pw2 = ax=+g i 0 Ax(R+L-x)a (4) 

In order to provide a simple and quick determination, the 
solution of equation (4) was made in part by graphical methods. The 
cross-sectional area of each of the turbine blades at various loca- 
tions was obtained. From this information, a curve of croas- 
sectional area against turbine-blade length was plotted for each 
individualblade. The value & for any blade could then be read 
from the proper curve. The con&ants R and L were-a&by 
arbitrary selection of the variable x suffioient points were 
established to obtain a curve of A, (R + L - x) for each turbine 
blade. 
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The centrif+ugal stress was then calculated fram a stiplified 
equation derived from equation (4). 

OX 
Au =K- 
AX 

Solution of equation (5) was made 
values of Ax to establish a curve of 
blade. 

for a sufficient number 
stress distribution for 

(5) 

of 
each 

Effect of temperature distribution. - Ezperimental data were 
available on the tempeature distribution in turbine blade af 
type B during engine-operation, The arLa1 temperature distributions 
of this blade for turbtie speeds of 10,000, 11,000, and 11,500 rpm 
are shown in figure 3. These data were obt,a+ed from an unreported 
investigation made at the NACA Cleveland laboratory, 

In order to determine the maximum allowable stresses in the 
material of turbine blade B for these service oonditions, stress- 
rupture curves for the blade material (Vitallium) were used. The 
lOO- and lOOO-hour curves (data obtained from reference 1) shown 
in figure 4 were selected in order to permit estimation of the 
servloe life of the turbfne blade. Correlation of the information 
provided by the ourves of figures 3 and 4 permitted determination 
of the theoretical maximum allasable stress-distribution curves 
for turbine blade B at three operating speeds and two oonditions 
of time. 

RESULTS 

The axial distributions of centrifugal stress and of cross- 
sectional area of the six types of turbine blade under full-speed 
operation of the turbines in which they are used are presented in 
figures 5 to 10. ti figure 11 the data representing the centrifugal- 
stress distributions af the turb2ne blades have been replotted tith 
unit turbine-blade lewh as a caamPOn absoissa. Results of the 
investigation of the effect of operating temperature on the expected 
service life of turbine.blades of design B at three engine speeds, 
based on experimentally determined temperatures, are presented in 
figures 12 to 14. 
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Centrifugal Stress and Cross-Sectional Area 

The characteristics of the turbine blades, as shown in fig- 
ures 5 to 11, vary sufficiently to warrantindivldual discussion. 

Turbine blade A. - The decrease in cross-sectional area of tur- 
bine blade A is almost linear tith blade length (fig. 5). The base 
section is mparatively thick. From the base section, turbine 
blade A tapers to a relatively thin section at the tip. The slope 
of the curve for centrifugal-stress distrlbut-ion is almost constant 
over its entire length except in the region near the base and tip. 

Turbine blade B. - The design characteristics of turb*e 
blade B, aa shown in figure 6, are markedly different from those 
of the other blades studied. The cross-sectional area decreases 
at a nearly constant rate from the base sectiod to approximately 
the middle of the blade; from the middle to the tfp the area decreases 
at a slower rate. The decrease in area aP both psrts of the blade 
is nearly linear tith blade length. As a result of this unique 
design, the curve representin@; the distribution of centrifugal stress 
is dissimilar to those calculated for other uushrouded turbine blades. 
The stresses in the region near the base of the blade are fairly high. 
At-the middle of the blade, a sudden change in slope occurs and 
toward the tip of the blade the stresses decrease at a rate very 
similar to that determined for the other unshrouded blades. 

TurbinsbladeC. - The design characteristics of turbine 
blade C, which is shrouded, are of especial interest (fig. 7). The 
reduction af area is not great frcan the base to the integral shroud 
segment at the tip. Because of the mass of this shroud segment, it- 
is important that a low centrifugal stress be maintained at the 
location of-change in section. The curve of centrifugal stress 
differs from those obtained for unshrouded types in that the slope 
is less along the greater part of the curve. The decrease in both 
cross-sectional area and in centrifugal stress between base and 
shroti segment is less than tith unshrouded blades of similar 
dimensions. 

TurbinebladeD. - The difference betweenturbine bladeDand 
the--others included in the investigation is principally in the 
quantitative values of its centrifugal-stress and cross-sectional 
area curves, presented in figure 8. The curve for cross-sectional- 
area distribution shows a relatively thin base section. The taper 
decreases parabolically toward the tip. Centrifugal stress at the 
base is higher than that in any of the other blades. 
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Turbine blade E. -The LmgthofturbinebladeEis approxi- 
mately equal to that of blade B, but there is no similarity between 
their respective centrifugal-stress and cross-sectional-area distri- 
bution curves. The base section is thick compared with that of tur- 
bine blade B and the ar8a curve of figure 9 d8creases smoothly to a . 
tip value nearly the same as that of turbine blade B. The curve of 
centrifugal-stress distribution has a elope similar to the curves 
for blades A, D, and F. There are no abrupt changes in the slopes 
of the curvesforturbineblad8E. 

Turbine bladeF. - The Dimensions of turbine blade F are very 
similar to those of blade E. A ocmtparison of these two blades 
shows that blade F has approximately the same base section (fig. 10) 
as blade E, but does not taper as rapidly. As a result, the 08n- 
trifugal stress at the base is higher In blade F. The comments 
made in comparing turbine blade E with the other unshrouded blades 
are also applqcable to turbin8 blade F. 

Comparison of designed stress distribution. - The stress- 
distribution curves for all the blades plotted against percentage 
blade length are presented in figure 11. T!he effect of the change 
in taper af turbine blade B is olearly shown in this figure. The 
maximum centrifugal stress 5s lawer in turbine blade C than in any 
of the other b-es. 

Temperature-Distribution Effect 

C~parisons between rupture stresses for lOO- and lOOO-hour 
service lives and the centrifugal stresses present in turbine 
blade B during operation at e.ngm speeds of 10,000, 11,000, and 
11,500 v are shown in figures 12, 13, and 14, respectively. 

Turbine epeed of 10,000 rppn - The service life of turbine 
blade B would not be limited by ihe effect of centrifugal force 
caused by operation at 10,000 &u (fig. 12). Ln the r&ion near 
the center of the turbine blade, critical because of its high 
operating tamperature, the centrifugal stress is approtimately 
16,000 pounds per square inch. According to the information 
obtainedfromthe correlationof blade op8ratingtemperature and 
stress-rupture data, the rupture stress for 100-hour operation 
is nearly 50,000 pounds per square inch near the center of the 
blade; the UXKLhour rupture stress is 40,000 pounds per square 
inch. 
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Turbine speed of 11,000 rpm - According to the curvea pre- 
sented in figure 3.3, failure cauied by centrifugal stress alone 
would occur in turbine blade B before-1000 ho& of operation. The 
rupture str8sses as detemdned for lOO-hour operation are suffi- 
ciently high, however, to permit safe operation at 11,000 rpm for 
that period of time, if the effects of stress-inducing factor8 
other than C8nt??ifu@;al fOrC8 are neglected. 

Turbine speed of 11,500 Z--pm. - At the maximum rated Speed Of 
11,500 r-&m, turbine blsd8 B would not withstand operation for 
100 hours. Figure 14 shows that the rupture stress would be less 
'at the central part of tha turbine blade than the centrifugal Stress. 

DISCUSSION 

The smmary and comparison of centrifugal-strese d.istributions 
presented in figure 11 show COnsiderabl8 disparity among the designed 
str8sses of the six blade types, although there is similarity in the 
slopes of the curves except for thOS8 of turbine blades B and C. 
The shape and th8 slop8 cxf the curve for turbine blade C can be 
explained by the pre88uC8 of the int8gE&l shroud Segmmt-at the tip 
of the blZUd8; the cross Section near the tip must-.b8 sufficient to 
withstand the centrifugal force caused by the Shroud segment. The 
ccmparatively low value of the centrifugal Str8sses in the lower 
third (including the base) of turbine blade B 18 caused by the 
change in taper mar the center of the blade. 

The only valid comparisons~that can be mEsd8 among the six 
turbine-blade types are those based on centrifugal force alone. The 
rci-i%r radids, design Speed, blade length, and blade Shape of turbine 
blade C result in a stress distribution that makes this blade most 
r8Sistadi to failure on the basis of Stress rI.@W?8. 

Turbine blade D is subJected to consistently high stresses, 
relative to the values that occur in the other turbine blades 
studied. 

The oentrifugal stresses in turbine blade F are higher than 
thOS8 determined for blade E. It is known, hOW8V8r, that the 
OpeYBtiIIg t~mtme in turbine blade F, the iSeCOnd-Stag8 blade, 
is lower than in turbine blade E, the first=&x%ge blade, It is 
therefore probable that the effect of higher centrifugal stresses 
in the SeOosld-Stage turbine blade iS offset to some 8Xb8nt by the 
higher rupture strength. 
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The comparisons between centrif%gal stresses and preafcted 
rupture stresses shown in figures 12 to 14 for turbine blade B at 
different operating ape&s are of especial Snterest. At a speed of 
10,000 rpn, near the lower limit for cruising, the turbine blade 
would operate for an indefinite period of time without failU?X from 
stress rupture caused by c8ntrifUgal force, as shown In figure 12. 
Figure 13, however, indicates that the C8ntrifUgal stress88 in the 
central portion of turbine blade B would exceed the rupture strength 
for lOOO-hour operation at 11,000 rp. The curves shown in fig- 
ure 14 show that the centrifugal-stress distribution is Sufficiently 
high to limit safe operation at 11,500 rpm to less than 100 hours. 

The Op8rating t8mperatUres of the other turbine blades are 
probablysimilartothatofturbineblade B. During service oper- 
ation, the tail-pipe gas Wmperatures of the various Units are 
approximately the same. The operating temperature ofturbiae 
blade E may b8 high8r, however, than those of th8 other turbine 
blades because of its location in the first stage of a two-stag8 
turbine. 

The importance of tamperature distribution can be 8xemplIfied 
by the fact that ServiC8 failUi%S have OCO~137r8d in the region pre- 
dicted by the calwlations made for turbine blase B. The region 
where failures have occurred in such a turbine blade is indicated 
in figUr8 l5. The appearance of such failUreS indiCate8 that the 
rupture begins at the trailing edge within the lrrth8r narrow limits 
shown in the figure. 

The analykical investigation of centrifugal-Stress and cross- 
sectional-ar8a distributions in six types of gas-GurbFne blade 
indioates that changes in the current design of turbine units to 
effect a reduction in centrifugal stresses and operating tempers- 
tures of the blades Would b8 advszlta@28OUS. Th8 fact that service 
failures have occUrred in the regia ificated as probable by the 
analysis tends to caofirm the assumption that the limitation of 
centrifUga1 stresses by operating temperatures is an important fac- 
tor in OonSideratione involm service life of turbine blades. 

Flight Rropulsion R8aearCh Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aerormutios, 

Cleveland, Ohio, December 5, 3.947. 
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1. Cross, Howard C., and Simmons, Ward F.: Prog. Rep. on Heat- 
Reeistlng Metals for Gas Turbine Parts (N-102). OSRD No. 4717, 
NDRC, OSRD, War Metallurgy Div., Feb. 20, 1945. (Abs. Bib. 
Sol. Ind. Reps., vol. 1, no. 18, l&y 10, 1946, p. 1024, PB 18484.) 
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Figure 2. - Symbols used in derivation of centrifugal force formul 
(equation II)). 
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Figure 3. - Variation of temperature in turbine blade B during service 
operation at several turbine speeds. 
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Figure 4. - Variatl.on of stress with temperature for Vifall ium in IOO- 
hour and IOOO-hou r stress-rupture tests. 
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Figure 5. - Variation in centrifugal stress and cross-sectional area in 

turbine blade A. Turbine speed, 16,500 rpm; radius of turbine rotor, 
5.75 inches. 
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Figure 6. - Vartation in centrifugal stress and cross-sectional area in 
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turbine blade B. Turbine speed, 11,500 rpm; radius of turbine rotor, 
_ 8.99 Inches. 
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Figure 7. - Variation in centri fugaf stress and cross-sectional area in 
turbine blade C. Turbine speed, 7600 rpm; radius of turbine rotor, 
13.47 inches. 
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Figure 8. - Variation in centrifugal stress and cross--sectional area In 

turbine blade 0. Turbine speed, 16,500 rpm; radius of turbine rotor, 
5.94 inches. 
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Figure 9. - Variation in centrifugal stress and cross-sectionat area in 
turbine blade E. Turbine speed, 12,000 rpm; radius of turb!*le rotor, 
6.50 Inches. 
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Figure IO. - Variation in centrl fugal stress and cross-sectionat area in 
turbine blade F. Turbine speed, 12,000 rpm; radius of turbine rotor, 
6.50 i nches. 
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Figure II. - 
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Comparison of centrifugal stress distributions present in 

blades of several designs at full-speed operation. 
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Figure 12. - Comparison between calculated centri fugal stresses and 
al lowable stresses as computed from stress- rupture data and operatlng- 

temperature data for turbine blade B. Turbine speed, 10,000 rpm. 
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Figure 13. - Compari son between cal cu fated cent ri fugal st fesses and 
allowable stresses as computed from stress-rupture data and operating- 
temperature data for turbine blade B. Turbine speed, 11,000 rpm. 
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Figure 14. - Comparison between calculated centrifugal st fesses and 
allowable stresses as computed from stress-rupture data and operating- 
temperature data Par turbine blade B. Turbine speed, 11,500 rpm. 
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Figure 15. -.Critical region of failure in turbine blade 8, based on 
records of service failures. 


